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HOBA House Community Arts Organization is a non-profit arts
establishment that provides art instruction and exhibition opportunities
in Louisville Kentucky. HOBA’s mission is to provide a place where
people have access to opportunities to explore new forms of creating,
teach others, and share their creative pursuits with the community.
We focus on providing this space to students, outsider artists, and
LGBTQ+ creatives to share their talents in a safe and welcoming
environment. We have an art gallery and classroom located in the
portland neighborhood of Louisville as well as a farm in Cloverport KY
where we do large events and artist residencies.
If you are interested in getting involved at HOBA as an
exhibitor, instructor, or volunteer please contact us via email at
HOBAGallery502@gmail.com and let us know what you are
interested in doing at our space!

Thank you so much for checking out our first ever zine! If you would
like to support monitarily to our cause we gladly accept doantions!
Paypal: paypal.me/HOBAHouse | Venmo: @HOBAhouse

F E AT U R E D
ARTIST
HOBA was fortunate enough to be able to offer a generous cash prize for our favorite
submission! We are incredibly greatful to our donors for making this possible. Here is a
little about our featured artist.

I’m Daniel Vance

and I’m a Graphic Designer/
Illustrator from Southern Indiana.
As a kid I was most inspired
by comics, monster movies,
and folktales, and as an adult I
push myself to create work that
would’ve inspired me back then.
My two submissions, Lightbearer
and Grave Sitter, are part of a
larger series of illustrations that
marries observational drawings
from local hiking trails, parks
and cemeteries with fantastical
creatures.

Facebook: @dvanceart
Instagram: @doodlesbydaniel
Website: https://www.danielvancedesign.com

@mythictimes, mixed media

LAY DOWN THE STREETLIGHTS
The world around me whispers
A hundred birds can be heard in the trees
Is it a conversation or song
I am unsure
I can’t be trusted with that information
I am far too loud
Their truths intended only for the serenity
Of a coy lake hidden deep within the valley
There are secrets in this land
Buried amongst the fronds of sickly ferns
They are written in the lichen and mushrooms
Clinging to an oak on a gental embankment
In a language that cannot be spoken by man
Those who have tried have gone mad
Their skin scared by the sky and eyes
I wish to go home
Not back to the city, but here
My flesh turned to bluegrass
My bones bleached and muddied
My soul bled into the cool water of the lake
So that I can finally merge with my reflection
Solemnly backoning me from below
Lay down the street lights
Give your cars the kiss of rust
Open your windows for the vines to climb through
I, for one
Am tired of pretending
We’re more than the soil we are birthed from
Let the moon through the smog
And allow yourself to come home

xoxo,
Faith Retzlaff

Jaystofer Bird
Acrylic paint on canvas

You can measure the distance if you count your steps
or maybe the counting is a record of the time it takes.
“It took me ___ steps to get here”, “It was ___ steps
away”. The sound of your feet hitting the ground is
a good indicator that time is still operating, but what
happens if you walk so far the ground turns to liquid?
Does it count as a step if there is nothing to push off
of? Instead of steps do you start counting how many
times your legs produce the motion of walking? Are you
moving forward? There is no longer a stable surface to
gauge the environment, but time doesn’t just stop.
You feel something brush up against your feet. All of
that thrashing rustled up other things that got just as
lost in here as you. If you keep at it maybe just enough
material will gather for you to climb up in order to
assess your new surroundings. That’s the moment.
The moment to act and look for somewhere to go.
Somewhere you can hear the patter of your steps on
solid ground. That patter is the rhythmic duration of
your existence.
When you get to the top and look out the light reflects
off the surface so bright you can’t see more than an
arm’s length. You haven’t been in here that long, have
you? How can you tell? Turning around might take you
back or could propel you out further. In here time is a
ripple and resistance against your limbs. The liquid slows
your movement, but remember, time is still operating.
If this is the new unit of measure, how long will it take to
get back?
Padyn Humble

Paige Miller "Unlikely Lovers: Sperm Whale and Giant Squid" 2018. Linocut. 12x18

ON EVERY STREET CORNER, IN EVERY BREAKROOM
The vending machines and I have an agreement. I give them spare change and
they provide me with snacks. The people who take away the change and refill it
with snacks trust us to not smash them and take all the snacks without paying
for them. They trust us so much that they’ll put a vending machine anywhere.
You can find them outside liquor stores in rough neighborhoods. Unguarded.
Unwatched. You think the guy who runs the liquor store gives a shit about the
vending machine? Or the minimum wage workers at any given Wal-Mart? Are
they going to die to protect the assets of Frito-Lay and Coca-Cola?
There’s nothing between me and salty chip heaven but a thin slab of clear
glass. It wouldn’t be difficult. These things aren’t built for security. A brick or
a hammer or an axe and one good swing and it could all be mine. If I did that
though, that would violate the agreement. I would be breaking the sacred trust
given to us by the vending machine and its masters. You think they would
refill the machine after that? Even if I left the money, which I wouldn’t. “you
had your chance my friend. And look what you did. It’s clear you can’t be
trusted. If you want snacks you’ll have to go through the grocery line. You need
supervision. Our machines are only for people who are
ready for the responsibility.”
The natural rebel inside me wants to tell them all about their stupid machines.
Still haven’t fixed the swirling bar, have you? Eighty cents and an E3 later and my
bag is stuck between the glass and the bag behind it. Why do I have to buy two bags
of Rold Gold pretzels when I only want one? A flaw in the design that has yet to be
fully addressed. And could you maybe get some dollar readers that are slightly less
temperamental? I got a perfectly good federal note here and your machine acts as
if I’m trying to force-feed it a soggy Kleenex. You want to talk about trust? I trust
the vending machine to be functioning and available at all times. Yet your failures
are so familiar they have become cliché.
And maybe that’s part of the agreement. Neither of us can ever fully trust
each other. They prevent me from sticking my hand up the drop chute and
copping some free Ritz cheese cracker sandwiches, and I won’t even go near
their money-sucking abomination unless I have exact change in nickels and
dimes. I’m saving my quarters for that busted-ass South Park pinball game with
all the expletives removed.
Taylor White

Bailey Thomas “The cat and her adversaries”

Kayla Mcauliffe

These black hawks have been swarming over my head in circles
for quite some time now.
They'll sometime swoop down and peck at my soul
for each time I drag the smoke of a smoke.
These black silhouettes want a piece of my weakness,
It seems that evil isn't evil enough,
These dark figures are stronger then any blackhole.
They keep trying to take back the poisoned gifts they gave,
Force fed,
In I and all of us.
Here gos to this time I'm finally trying to heal my self,
From all false idols and other mothers.
Leave me alone.
The only darkness I need are when my eyes are closed.

Moses DoHoney

Kayla Mcauliffe

Daniel Vance, Lightbearer

The Most Awesome Flea Market
On our way back from Bernheim Forest, we decided to stop in at the
Most Awesome Flea Market in the World, conveniently located right
off of I-65 in Bullitt County.
The first thing you notice is "THANK YOU GOD" written real big on
the lawn. Too big to see when you're standing on it, but clearly visible
from the interstate. Big enough so God can gaze down upon the Most
Awesome Flea Market, most assuredly in approval.
What I want to know is, who lives in the tiny trailer at the edge of the
lot. There's no mailbox, no address, no power lines and probably no
water service. But clearly this trailer isn't going anywhere. And there's
stuff in the grass around it. Like someone lives there. Maybe it's the
eccentric minimalist owner of the Most Awesome Flea Market who
eschews personal luxury in order to properly serve their true love. But
still, where do you poop, sir?
The knife store has a sign up that explains why he has to charge sales
tax. Sales tax isn't really a new thing, and you kind of experience it
every time you buy something. But here he lays it all out in true Ayn
Rand fashion how the 6% of your purchase that he takes on top of
the price of your made in China stainless steel Zombie-Killer greenhandled serrated blade goes directly into the hands of the undeserving,
lazy, state government.
That's how you get your cheap garbage at the Most Awesome Flea
Market, with a heavy spoonful of political agenda. The knock-off
Avengers action figure 4-pack proclaiming "Annual Masterpiece;
Together Collection" and resold Happy Meal toys come with rebel flag
bumper stickers and camo window decals. The messages are simple,
blaring and proud. Obama is Hitler. Taxes are systemized oppression.
9-11 is the American Holocaust. The stars of Duck Dynasty are
quotable self-referential redneck heroes.

If you can ignore that mess, you can find little treasures of Americana,
whimsical, cute and silly. Snowmen painted on circular saw blades.
Painted resin lamps in the shape of skulls, dragons, or any wild animal
you can imagine. A carnival barker with his Harley-Davidson T-shirt
tucked into his jeans will hard-sell you some damn good beef jerky.
They got fake swords and real guns. Military surplus. A burger cafe
with no less than three HDTVs. All showing the game. Which game?
All the games.
There's so many puppies and kittens around here we thought maybe
they just hand them out to everyone who walks in the door. They
practically throw them at you; free kittens and $300 Great Danes.
Here, we just wanted to rent one to hold onto while we walked
around. You can rent a wheelchair if you've got $50 and a valid ID,
but the animals are for keeps. Busted amps and cheap guitars. Piles of
obsolete electronics. I'd pick up that RCA VHS camera, but I already
have two non-functionals and I need some kind of guarantee that the
bastard works.
We found a brother-in-arms; a writer sitting lonely at his booth across
from an unoccupied Formica cabinet sales installation. I can't talk to
strangers, much less strangers who share my problems. Christina had
no problem with it. They chatted about Stephen King and she offered
mild encouragement while I peered at the 3D-rendered characters
and Predator font on his latest novel. I saw too much of myself in
his condition. We're all self-published; a democratized literary world
where everyone writes and no one reads.
There were gum machines with no candy, quarter-dropping bulldozer
games that can't be won, and coin-operated rides that don't work.
Small handwritten signs. You break it, you bought it. This is not for
sleeping. Please pay for your 1977 Chevy Nova owner's manual at the
knife booth.
It was late and the drive home is long, so we rushed out before I could
get one of those burgers.
Taylor White

Bailey Thomas
IKON

Paige Miller
(With)in the Hive" (1 of 3). 2018.
Medium: Encaustic on wood panel. 8x8

Response to Jamaica Kincaid
Boy
Take the trash out on Monday and roll the rest of it to the curb;
Go upstairs to clean the attic and fix the hole in the wall;
don’t run out with holes in your socks;
comb and pick your hair;
wash your face with warm water;
make sure you take your clothes out before you go to sleep;
make sure you straighten your neck-tie,
and button-up every button on your suit;
is it true you’ve been wearing panties to school;
eat all of your food on your plate;
at church try to speak-up like a man and not like
the faggot you’re trying to be;
don’t wear make-up to school;
don’t’ hang around those trannies who’ll fuck with your mind;
sign up for some sports instead of culinary and art
with all those girls;
how come you don’t date one of your girl-friends;
I only have like…one friend;
this is how you tie a neck-tie, this is how you drive a car;
this is how you dribble a ball;
this is how low you should wear your jeans;
this is how loose your clothes should be so you don’t
look like the faggot you’re trying to be;
this is how you carry groceries for your mother;
this is how you fix your mother’s bed set;
this is how you roll a blunt;

this is how you roll a bag;
this is how you use a wrench;
this is how you build a stair-case;
this is how you build a whole house;
this how you smile at a girl you like;
this is how you look in front of your boss;
this is how you talk to white folk;
this is how you bring the food for your mom to cook;
this is how you bring the money in for the bills;
this is how you should smell in the presence of a woman;
this is how you carry yourself in front of a woman;
this is how you walk down the street so people won’t
recognize the faggot you’re trying to be;
don’t you dare cry in front of a woman;
don’t you dare cry in front of anyone;
grit your teeth if you have to;
this is how you give a right hook;
this is how you guard your face;
this is how you keep your calm in a fight;
this is how you give a left hook;
this is how you give an upper cut;
don’t go outside and blow bubbles and play with dolls;
you are not a girl;
don’t put flowers in your hair-people will think you’re gay;
this is how you treat a bitch that’s crazy;
this is how you punch a nigga that looks at you funny;
this how you play one-on-one in a basketball game;
what if I don’t know how to play basketball?;
you wanna be the nigga that doesn’t know how to shoot a hoop?
Nigga, you gay.

Rachel Barnabee
"Dame of Death"
(24x30inches)

The Adventures of Elliott and Grace
By: Christian Wright
“Tell me something sweet, something from your childhood”, he smiled.
“Sometimes my mom would take me to spend some time at my
grandmother’s house”, her eyes sparkled, “small town, of course, everyone
knew each other and they knew me as a tiny little candle with a fiery flame
of red hair flying behind me. There’s a specific memory that comes to mind.
My grandmother’s house was on the top of the hill so it had this slope and
as I was trying to spot a four leaf clover in the many patches of clovers, I
would get so annoyed when I wasn’t successful that I would roll down the
hill into my neighbor’s yard”.
Elliott smiled warmly as his eyes begged her to continue, “did your
neighbor ever get annoyed”, he asked. “If anything, my mom was more
annoyed at the fact that she had to clean grass stains from my overalls”.
“You wore overalls”, he snickered. “Heck yeah, I wasn’t going to roll down
a hill wearing my Sunday best, my momma definitely would have whopped
my hide then. One of the things that I loved was walking down the hill
with my grandmother to pick up the mail from the metal box at the end of
the street. It was the closest I had to an adventure at that time, me being
barefoot, wearing a baseball cap backwards as I pretended to ward off all the
imaginary things that might be after us”.
Grace gazed up at the blue sky and the green of the summer-tinged
leaves as she thought of her memories and how everything seemed to be
much more vibrant. ‘Maybe’, she pondered, ‘it wasn’t that all the color just
got sucked out one day, maybe I’m the one that became less vibrant over
the years’. “You ever feel like you’ve been wearing rose colored glasses or
to include all colors, seeing things through The Wizard of Oz Technicolor”,
she asked Elliott. “At one point or another, I suppose. Why”? “I’d just hate
to think that my memories have been lying to me, maybe that’s the wrong
word, misleading”, she snapped her fingers, “that’s more appropriate”.
“That’s for sure a toughie”, he spoke, “but think of it this way, out of 365
days in a year, you don’t remember every day, do you? There’s some that

stick out, some that are dear to your heart and they shine brightest in your
memories like stars in the night sky. As you’re living those moments, of
course, it’ll feel like a regular day, it’s when that day passes that the whole
scope of it changes, like I said earlier, the value of something can only be
known when it’s over”. “You got a point”, she allowed, smirking. “Like the
sharp tip of a pencil”, Elliott commented proudly.
Elliott and Grace reached the main entrance of the park as both
of them stopped in place and decided to lean on a tree. “What do you do
when you have all the time in the world”, Grace mused. “How about lay on
the grass”, Elliott suggested. “Really”, she queried, “I mean, sure”. Elliott
smiled as the cold grass overtook his body, causing an imprint like a snow
angel as Grace joined him. “So why this”, she asked, turning her head to
face him. “I like it”, he stated, “it’s simple and when you’re in a situation like
the one we’re in now, a little simplicity can go a long way”. Grace patted
the ground, “there’s some reliability in it too”, she added thoughtfully. “I
feel safe, stable even, like the world under me isn’t going to crumble and
take me into the dark depths”. “Unless you live in California, shit shakes all
the time like they got their notifications on vibrate”. “Nice of you to shake
things up with your jokes”, she replied sarcastically.
“See”, he exclaimed, creating a ‘c’ shape with his hand, “you’re
getting better with your puns. The student is slowly becoming the master”.
“Whelp”, she rolled on her back, “it’s not too difficult to guess what kind
of master you are”, she feigned masturbation by quickly motioning her fist
up and down over her crotch. “Grace”, Elliott responded dramatically like
a Southern gospel woman, “where did you learn that from”? “I learned it
from watching you”, she sprouted childishly. They both laughed their heads
off as they rolled on their backs like overly enthusiastic golden retrievers.
Elliott slowly began to compose himself and he asked Grace,
“you never did catch me”, he motioned his fist up and down, “you were
just joking, right”? “Of course”, she giggled, “I only had sex with one guy
and I’m pretty sure it wasn’t you”. “Might of dodged a bullet there”, he
chuckled. “How come”, she asked, her eyebrows raised curiously.
“When we first dated, I wasn’t really the most emotionally mature person

and to be honest, I probably wasn’t ready for anything like that”.
“That was very mature of you to say that”, she lightly punched his shoulder.
“And do you remember how awkward and high-strung I was? If I saw you
naked, I probably wouldn’t be able to look you in the eye, hell, I’ll be a deer
in headlights”! “Funny”, she chuckled, blushing uncomfortably, “but aren’t
you glad that you changed? Changed for the better, if I might add”.
“Even just a few weeks ago, I was head over heels for Alice”- “Especially her
heel”, Grace interjected teasingly, crossing her leg and tapping her fingers
on her own heel. “Shu-shu-shut up”, he stuttered, furiously blushing. “I
guess that wasn’t the sole aspect, was it”, she giggled uncomfortably.
Elliott rolled over face down on the grass and his muffled voice
bemoaned, “I finally understand why ostriches do this”. “Don’t beat
yourself up, Achilles”, she laughed, patting his back reassuringly, “I hope I
didn’t overstep any boundaries”. “To be honest”, he chuckled, “your toe was
kinda out of line”. “Toe? Don’t you mean tone”? “’Toe the line’”, he sung,
patting the melody, “’love isn’t always on time’”. “It’s ‘hold the line’, goofy”,
she reprimanded. “Oh”, he uttered, twiddling his thumbs, “but you’re lucky
Google hasn’t been invented yet”, he said childishly, “because you’d be
right”!
“So glad you weren’t one of the many men gifted”, she air quoted,
“with wounded pride”. “Not really”, he responded, “to be honest, if I had
any sins, it’ll be a combination of envy and lust”. “Interesting combo”.
“Yeah, I envied people who had sex while my lust was yearning for it and
once I had sex a few times, that envy kind of evaporated so everything
worked out”. “I’m not exactly sure Frankie would quite agree but who am
I to get into schematics”? “Speaking of which”, he smiled, “what do you
think he’s doing now”? “I got a theory”, Grace chuckled.

Rachel Barnabee
"Duality" (16x20inches)

Am I really that snake when I try to help em,
I could be the one to hold em,
But my breath just offends.

I forgotten that my coils can’t just be hugs,
And now there’s nothing left to breath,
I guess if I really want to help,
Maybe I should just leave.

I dont wanna disappoint em.

Moses Dohoney

Daniel Vance
The Grave Sitter

Beat-sheet: Death of a Black Queer Boy
A beat-sheet is a template that screenwriters use to outline the structure
and characters of a screenplay. Today, I would like to breakdown the major
beats of a little indie movie titled "Death of a Black Queer Boy." Enjoy!
Act 1
1.
Protagonist- Let's call him Jamal, a young black gay boy who loves
to dance, act, and write poetry. Typical for a flashy queer kid, right?
2.
Objective- Like most queer black boys, Jamal wants to live and
survive in a world that believes he's dangerous for being black, but also a
freak of nature for being queer; hatred on both ends of his identity. He
wants to show the world that his character goes beyond his skin color and
who he sleeps with by pursuing his art and telling his story. At the same
time, he would also love to win the attention and love from another boy
who isn't "out" yet.
3.
Antagonist- Who isn't an enemy in this case??? When every story
about a trans or queer getting brutalized or killed every day on the news
appears, every day feels like a fight with the devil. We could blame the
religious Grandparents for hating that their grandson is feminine. Or
the mother who knows about his son's sexuality but doesn't defend him
when he yells at him for "acting like a girl"; playing with dolls instead of
playing football and not acting like the man he was named after. "No son
of mine is gonna taint my name by acting like a bitch." Homophobia is too
abstract that permeates in the actions of all the supporting players such as
teachers, parents, and classmates. For this piece, we'll boil down the villain
to the closeted, famous football player, Jamal's crush, Eric. Eric is always
down to get his nut in with Jamal in the boy's locker room but will never
associate with him outside of sex. Eric is aware of how Jamal is attracted to
him and exploits on those feelings by telling him how pretty he is, or how
he'll promise to take him on a "secret date" that'll never happen, but will
always call him up when he wants his dick sucked.

4.
Mentor- Who are the mentors for black and queer boys?
Unfortunately, not many. If the mother weren't under the bigoted thumb
of the homophobic father, she would be great. Still, boys like Jamal often
have to turn to social media: other queer celebrities and icons that have
the confidence and privilege to express themselves and be themselves on
display. An opportunity Jamal wished to have. English and art teachers
tell him to ignore his bullies or notify the administrators about them, but
Jamal knows they can only do so much. Perhaps if Jamal had a proper
mentor, this story wouldn't end so tragically.
5.
Flaw- I suppose Jamal's inner weakness is a lack of confidence
in his ability to be seen, to perform, and share his perspectives with the
world. Despite loving the arts, Jamal has a fear of performing in front of
others because of what they'll say or do.
6.
Inner need- What Jamal needs is love from the people around him.
Jamal needs validation for his identity. Jamal needs guidance for a stable
social life and better coping mechanisms for when he feels depressed.
7.
Setting/Normal world- Jamal lives in a world where gender norms
are strictly enforced, determined at birth, and as a spectrum of many
colors, but instead is seen as two binary colors: pink and blue.
Act 2
8.
Enticing incident- Okay, the stage is all set, and the story begins.
At age 15, Jamal decides it's time to come out on FaceBook, and even
though for some this merely a confirmation of something they already
knew, some were still shocked and disgusted.
9.
Response- Jamal by himself responds only in kind to the bullying
and taunts he's been receiving, even before coming out, from the dumb
straight students and the judgemental eyes from some of the teachers.
10.
Call to action- Jamal knows that if he can get Eric to come out
with him. At the very least, he won't feel like the lone gay kid in school,
but he's also aware of Eric's reputation among their classmates.

11.
Friends- Jamal has few friends, and most of them are girls and
mostly supportive of his coming out. Jamal used to have more guy friends
before they stopped talking to him as if a gay germ was going to spread
onto them. Beyond dance, theatre, and school, Jamal doesn't hang out
with many. He would love to go to sleepovers if the parents didn't freak
out over "why this boy wants to be around so many girls" despite the
inherent "gaydar" that everyone claims to have.
12.
Obstacles- Everything is against this boy that wants to be an
artist: A homophobic school environment, homophobic parents, and other
friends straight or otherwise who step up to defend him. The fight for
normalcy alone is enough for Jamal to think that maybe the Christians are
right; maybe God does hate him.
Act 3
13.
The Ultimate test- Jamal is going to tell Eric off for avoiding him in
his time of need. When they finally meet-up, Eric leans in for a kiss.
14.
Resolution- Jamal puts his foot down and tells Eric that he wants
commitment and a steady relationship. Eric says, "I'm not a faggot like
you. I want my dick sucked!" Jamal says, "You didn't say that last week,"
Eric says. "You're a faggot! Not me" and runs off, leaving Jamal all alone.
15.
Final fight- Eric blocked Jamal's number. The few friends Jamal
have don't know what to do but believe he'll be okay. His dad smacks him
for being a "faggot," his mom watches. Jamal tries to fight his feelings of
worthlessness but feels so lonely, and the darkness closes in on him as
blood streams from the veins on his wrist.
16.
Rebirth- Normally, this is the part of the movie where we have
our main character summarize what they've learned from all the previous
events, but we're going to subvert expectations by not showing any
progress. Jamal didn't learn anything, or he learned that the world wasn't
suited for him if he did. This lesson of discovering a world that hates him
is assessed by his cold, bleeding, and lifeless body found on the bed. If a
queer black kid feels as if the world doesn't love him, to the point where
they kill themselves without a note…that should tell you something. That
should tell you enough.

@mythictimes, mixed media

